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ABSTRACT: By dephosphorylating the C-terminal domain
(CTD) of RNA polymerase II (Pol II), the Transcription
Factor IIF (TFIIF)-associating CTD phosphatase (FCP1)
performs an essential function in recycling Pol II for
subsequent rounds of transcription. The interaction between
FCP1 and TFIIF is mediated by the disordered C-terminal tail
of FCP1, which folds to form an α-helix upon binding the
RAP74 subunit of TFIIF. The present work reports a
structure-based simulation study of this interaction between
the folded winged-helix domain of RAP74 and the disordered
C-terminal tail of FCP1. The comparison of measured and
simulated chemical shifts suggests that the FCP1 peptide samples 40−60% of its native helical structure in the unbound
disordered ensemble. Free energy calculations suggest that productive binding begins when RAP74 makes hydrophobic contacts
with the C-terminal region of the FCP1 peptide. The FCP1 peptide then folds into an amphipathic helix by zipping up the
binding interface. The relative plasticity of FCP1 results in a more cooperative binding mechanism, allows for a greater diversity
of pathways leading to the bound complex, and may also eliminate the need for “backtracking” from contacts that form out of
sequence.

■ INTRODUCTION

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) defy the classical
structure−function paradigm by performing a wide range of
vital cellular functions, despite lacking a well-defined structure
in isolation.1,2 IDPs function in assembling protein complexes,3

in mediating protein modifications,4 in chaperoning protein
folding,5 and as entropic chains.6,7 Bioinformatic studies suggest
that more than 30% of the proteins that are encoded by
eukaryotic genomes contain extended disordered regions.2

Moreover, disordered proteins have been implicated in the
development of cancer, neurodegenerative diseases, and other
protein misfolding diseases.8

Disordered proteins bind a wide range of ligands, including
DNA,9 RNA,10 and other proteins.11 Interactions with these
ligands can induce disordered peptides to adopt a folded
conformation upon binding.12,13 The structural plasticity
associated with intrinsic disorder may confer unique functional
advantages for molecular recognition by facilitating one-to-
many and many-to-one binding,1,2 by accelerating molecular
recognition,14,15 by optimizing the interfacial area available for
binding,16 and by enabling binding with both low affinity and
high specificity.12

Protein disorder appears to be particularly important for
facilitating molecular recognition, especially in signal trans-
duction and in regulating cell division,17 transcription, and
translation.18 In particular, the FCP1−RAP74 interaction
exemplifies the role of IDPs in regulating eukaryotic tran-

scription. During the course of transcription, the C-terminal
domain (CTD) of RNA Polymerase II (Pol II) becomes
extensively phosphorylated.19 The Transcription Factor IIF
(TFIIF)-associating CTD phosphatase (FCP1)20 performs an
essential biological function in recycling Pol II for subsequent
transcription by dephosphorylating the Pol II CTD.21,22 The
association of TFIIF and FCP1 is mediated by the interaction
of the folded winged-helix domain23 that is at the C-terminal of
the RAP74 subunit of TFIIF with the last 18 C-terminal
residues of FCP1.20,24 This C-terminal FCP1 peptide is
disordered in solution,25 but folds to form a helix upon binding
RAP74.26

Many recent studies have investigated the remarkable
disorder-to-order transition that couples IDP folding to ligand
binding. Two limiting mechanisms are typically envisioned. In
the “induced fit” mechanism,27 binding proceeds before the
IDP folds. Computational studies have suggested that this
mechanism is favored when protein−protein interactions are
relatively strong and long-ranged.28 In the “conformational
selection” mechanism,29 binding proceeds via a folded or
partially folded conformation that is sampled by the IDP prior
to binding. Importantly, although IDPs may sample partially
folded structures prior to binding,30−33 this preformed structure
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may not be necessary for the binding mechanism.34,35 Various
intermediate mechanisms have also been discussed, including
the extended conformational selection mechanism,36 as well as
the blending37,38 or concurrent superposition39 of the two
mechanisms. Moreover, the dominant mechanism may vary
with changes in the protein sequence,40 folding rate,41 or ligand
concentration.42

In addition to illustrating the biological function of protein
disorder in regulating transcription, the interaction of RAP7423

with the disordered C-terminal tail of FCP120 provides a useful
model system for characterizing the structure, dynamics, and
interactions of IDPs. Figure 1 presents the sequence, secondary
structures, contact map, and three-dimensional structure26,25

for the RAP74-FCP1 complex. The RAP74 domain is an α/β
winged-helix (WH) peptide that contains three larger helices
(H1, H2, and H3), a short turn of a helix (H2.5), three strands
(S1, S2, and S3), and two wings (W1 and W2), which are
organized H1-S1-H2-H2.5-H3-S2-W1-S3-W2. The FCP1 C-
terminal tail demonstrates many common features of
disordered acidic transactivation domains and, when fused to
the GAL4 DNA-binding domain, can function as such in
vitro.43 Because it is enriched in polar and acidic residues, while
being relatively depleted of hydrophobic residues,44 the C-
terminal FCP1 peptide does not adopt a well-defined structure
when free in solution.25 However, when bound to the C-
terminal folded WH domain of the RAP74 subunit of TFIIF,

the last 18 FCP1 residues fold to form an amphipathic helix.26

Subsequently, we shall simply refer to these peptides as RAP74
and FCP1.
The resulting complex demonstrates several common

features of IDP complexes. For instance, the hydrophobic
face of the amphipathic FCP1 helix covers an exposed
hydrophobic groove on the surface of RAP74 between H2
and H3.45 Simultaneously, the polar and acidic FCP1 residues
complement the polar and basic residues on the RAP74 surface
that decorate the hydrophobic binding pocket.46 However, the
RAP74-FCP1 interaction is also quite intriguing because WH
domains, such as RAP74, typically feature basic regions that
bind DNA via the recognition helix, H3,47 or possibly via H1.48

Instead, the hydrophobic H2/H3 cleft of RAP74 binds the
FCP1 peptide via an interaction that is remarkably similar to
that observed in the DNA-mediated association of the WH
domains from E2F3 and from DP249 and in the Cul1-Rbx1-
Skp1-FboxSkp2 quartenary protein complex.50

Motivated by these considerations, our laboratories have
recently initiated a joint investigation of the RAP74-FCP1
interaction using both experimental and computational
techniques. Showalter and co-workers have extended and
applied carbon direct-detection nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) experiments51 for IDPs in order to achieve almost
complete chemical shift assignments for unbound FCP1.52,53

NMR and circular dichroism experiments with denaturants,

Figure 1. Analysis of the RAP74-FCP1 cocomplex crystal structure. (a) Sequence and secondary structure for the C-terminal WH domain of RAP74
(residues 451−517) and for the C-terminal (residues 944−961) of FCP1. (b) Contact map for the cocrystal structure. Structures of the complex
highlighting the intermolecular contacts formed by RAP74 (c) and by FCP1 (d).
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osmolytes, and crowders revealed the presence of nascent
helical structure within the FCP1 unbound disordered
ensemble.54 Atomically detailed molecular dynamics simula-
tions of RAP74 and of the RAP74-FCP1 complex suggested
that binding to FCP1 induces subtle reorganization in the
RAP74 binding pocket adjacent to H2.5.55 These simulations
highlighted the role of the hydrophobic residues Leu953 and
Leu957 for anchoring FCP1 in place and, moreover,
demonstrated that FCP1 retains considerable flexibility even
after binding RAP74, i.e., that the RAP74-FCP1 complex is
quite “fuzzy.”56 Subsequent NMR spin relaxation measure-
ments further supported the conclusions that bound FCP1
remains quite disordered after binding, and that FCP1 slightly
promotes the ordering of the RAP74 binding pocket near
H2.5.57

The present work extends these previous studies by
employing molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate
this binding interaction and the mechanism by which it induces
FCP1 folding. Several recent simulation studies have employed
atomically detailed models with either explicit58−61 or implicit
solvent34,62,63 to characterize IDPs and their interactions.
However, these models remain prohibitively expensive to
adequately explore the relevant configurational space or
characterize the free energy surface that governs the binding
process.64 Consequently, we investigated the RAP74−FCP1
interaction with simplified native-based (Go̅) models that are
completely determined by the structure of the bound
complex.65 Native-based models, which assume that protein
topology determines the folding mechanism, have contributed
both qualitative and quantitative insight into the folding of
globular proteins.66−68 Such a simplified model certainly
provides a highly limited description of the ensemble of
unfolded conformations sampled by unbound FCP1. Never-
theless, previous studies have demonstrated that, in many cases,
the structure of the bound state determines the mechanism for
the formation of IDP complexes.69,70 Moreover, previous
simulation studies with similar native-based models have
contributed remarkable insight into several IDP systems.71−78

Our simulations suggest that binding proceeds when the C-
terminal turn of FCP1 contacts the C-terminal region of
RAP74 H3. Interactions with RAP74 then induce further
folding of FCP1 by zipping up the amphipathic helix. The
simulations suggest that protein disorder promotes a more
cooperative binding transition and facilitates efficient binding
by allowing for a greater diversity of binding paths and also by
providing the flexibility necessary to avoid “backtracking” when
contacts form out of sequence.75

■ METHODS
Native Contacts. We employed the Structure-based

Models in Gromacs (SMOG) web-server79 (http://smog.
ucsd.edu/) to construct coarse-grained (CG) native-based
(Go̅) models for RAP74 and FCP1 from the published crystal
structure of the RAP74/FCP1 complex (PDBID: 1J2X).26

Residues 451−517 were included in the RAP74 model, while
residues 944−961 were included in the FCP1 model. The CG
models represented each residue with a single site that was
associated with the corresponding α carbon. The SMOG
webserver identifies native contacts according to the shadow
contact map algorithm.80 This algorithm first identifies each
pair of residues for which one heavy atom from the first residue
is within 0.6 nm of a heavy atom from the second residue and
then eliminates all pairs for which a third residue casts an

intervening shadow between. The remaining pairs that are
separated in sequence by three or more residues define the
native contact list.
The shadow contact map algorithm identified Mf = 16

intramolecular native contacts stabilizing FCP1, Mr = 166
intramolecular contacts stabilizing RAP74, and Mb = 51
intermolecular contacts stabilizing the FCP1−RAP74 complex.
Figure 1b presents the complete contact map, while the
Supporting Information explicitly enumerates these contacts.
Figure 1c,d presents the three-dimensional crystal structure for
the FCP1−RAP74 complex. The thickness and colors in Figure
1c,d indicate the total number of intermolecular native contacts
formed by each residue in the complex.
The contact map includes the stabilizing intermolecular

contacts that have been identified in previous experimental
reports.26,25 In particular, the contact map highlights the role of
Met949, Leu953, and Leu957 for anchoring FCP1 in the
RAP74 binding pocket.55 The contact map also highlights the
RAP74 residues Thr470, Lys471 and Leu474 in H2, as well as
Ser486, Val490, Ala494, and Lys 498 in H3. The contact map
includes the Asp947−Lys471 and Asp959−Lys498 salt bridges
that have been proposed to anchor the N- and C- terminal
regions of the FCP1 peptide.25,26

Native Contact Analysis. In order to analyze the folding of
FCP1, we define, for each of the Mf = 16 intramolecular FCP1
native contacts, a function, Δfi(R), that quantifies the formation
of contact i. For native contact i and configuration R, Δfi(R)
equals 1 if the distance between the corresponding pair of CG
sites is less than or equal to 1.20 times the distance between the
pair in the crystal structure. Otherwise, Δfi(R) = 0. Qf(R) = (1/
Mf)∑i=1

MfΔfi(R) quantifies the structural similarity of FCP1 in
configuration R to the folded, helical configuration observed in
the cocrystal structure. ⟨Qf(R)⟩ is the corresponding
thermodynamic average.
Following Onuchic and co-workers,81,82 we define the

variance
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to quantify the heterogeneity within the subensemble of FCP1
configurations that have a given similarity, Qf, to the folded
structure. In eq 1, the sum is performed over the Mf

intramolecular FCP1 native contacts, and ⟨Δfi(R)⟩Qf
is the

probability for contact i to have formed within the subensemble
of configurations for which Qf(R) = Qf. Given the subensemble
with native content Qf, the variance achieves a minimum value
of 0 when all contacts have equal probability for forming (i.e.,
⟨Δfi(R)⟩Qf

= Qf for all i = 1, ..., Mf). Conversely, given this
subensemble, the variance achieves a maximum value of Qf(1 −
Qf) when the same MfQf contacts are always formed and the
remaining Mf(1 − Qf) contacts have never formed. Onuchic
and co-workers81,82 defined a normalized “route measure” for
folding:

δ= ⟨ ⟩ −R Q Q Q QR( ) ( ) /[ (1 )]Qf f
2

f f ff (2)

The inverse of the route measure provides a quantitative
measure of the diversity of configurations leading to the native
state as a function of Qf. Similarly, in order to analyze the
binding process in terms of the Mb = 51 intermolecular native
contacts, we define analogous functions Qb(R) and Rb(Qb) to
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characterize the extent of binding and the route measure of
binding routes, respectively.
Simulation Models. The energy scale for the CG model is

determined by an arbitrary constant ε0, which then determines
a dimensionless temperature scale τ = kBT/ε0. The potential for
the C−α native-based models employed functional forms and
parameters that have been previously published.67 The bonded
geometries of RAP74 and FCP1 are maintained by the bonded
potential:

∑
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where the first sum is over each bond with length, bi, the
second sum is over each angle, θi, formed by two consecutive
bonds, and the third sum is over each dihedral angle, ψi, formed
by three consecutive bonds. The constants bi;0, θi;0, and ψi;0 are
the equilibrium bond length, bond angle, and torsional angles,
respectively. These constants are defined, for each degree of
freedom, by their value in the crystal structure. In the C−α
models, the harmonic bond and angle constants are defined as
kbond = 2 × 104ε0/nm

2 and kangle = 40ε0/deg
2.

The nonbonded contribution to the total potential includes
contributions from each pair of CG sites that are separated by
more than three bonds:
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The first sum is over all native contacts, while the second sum is
over all nonnative pairs, i.e., every other pair of residues that is
separated by more than three bonds. For each pair of CG sites,
{I,J}, RIJ is the distance between the pair in configuration R, and
σIJ is the distance between the pair in the cocrystal structure. In
the C−α native-based models, n = 12, m = 10, σ0 = 0.4 nm, and
all nonbonded interactions were truncated at 2.5 nm.
In the following, we present results for three C−α models

that are distinguished by the value of ε employed to model
native contacts and also by the simulated dimensionless
temperature, τ. (1) In the weakly interacting, strongly folding
(WISF) model, ε = 0.58ε0 for all intermolecular RAP74−FCP1
native contacts, ε = ε0 for all other native contacts, and τ = 0.83.
Because this temperature is at the collapse temperature for
FCP1, the unbound FCP1 peptide samples relatively folded
conformations with ⟨Qf⟩ = 0.63. Given these parameters, the
WISF model (KD = 0.14 μM) qualitatively reproduces the
experimentally observed (KD = 0.5 μM) binding affinity
between the two proteins.83 (2) In the strongly interacting,
weakly folding (SIWF) model ε = 2ε0 for all intramolecular
RAP74 native contacts, ε = ε0 for all other native contacts, and
τ = 1.33. Because this temperature is above the collapse
temperature for FCP1, the unbound FCP1 peptide samples
relatively unfolded conformations with ⟨Qf⟩= 0.42. RAP74
remains folded at this high temperature, though, because the

strength of the intramolecular RAP74 interactions are doubled
in the SIWF model. Moreover, because the intermolecular
FCP1-RAP74 interactions are sufficiently strong, the SIWF
model (KD = 0.40 μM) also reproduces the experimentally
observed binding affinity.83 (3) In the strongly interacting,
strongly folding (SISF) model, ε = ε0 for all native contacts and
τ = 0.83. As in the case of the WISF model, ⟨Qf⟩ = 0.63 for the
unbound peptide. However, in the SISF model, binding is
essentially irreversible. The calculation of dissociation constants
is described below.
In addition, we also briefly present simulations of the free

FCP1 peptide with an atomically detailed native-based model,
which was constructed with the SMOG webserver in an
analogous manner.79,84 The only differences between the C−α
and atomistic native-based models are that (1) the atomistic
model explicitly included sites for each heavy atom in both
proteins; (2) in the atomistic model, the attractive nonbonded
Lennard-Jones potentials for native (intramolecular FCP1)
contacts were modeled with ε = ε0, n = 12, and m = 6; (3) in
the atomistic model, the repulsive nonbonded potentials for
nonnative interactions were modeled with σ0 = 0.25 nm and
were also rescaled by a factor of 0.01; and (4) the atomistic
model also employed a weak improper torsion potential to
model the planarity of the amide planes in the backbone of
each polypeptide. The parameters for this model have been
previously published.84

Simulation Details. All MD simulations were performed
with the Gromacs 4.0.5 software package.85 The energy scale
was set to ε0 = 1 kJ mol−1, which then defines a corresponding
dimensional temperature scale T0 = ε0/kB = 120.27K.
Simulations employed “Gromacs” temperatures TG = τT0,
where τ is the reported dimensionless temperature. All masses
were set to 1 amu and the stochastic dynamics algorithm was
employed to propagate canonical dynamics with a 0.5 fs time
step. All simulations of the FCP1−RAP74 interaction were
performed in a periodic cubic box with sides of 12.0 nm.
Sampling for free energy calculations was obtained by
employing harmonic umbrella potentials to bias sampling
within 23 windows.86 For j = −2, ..., 20, the jth window
employed a bias potential Vbias,j(R) = (kbias/2)(Rcom − Rj)

2,
where kbias = 500ε0/nm

2, Rcom is the distance between the FCP1
and RAP74 centers of mass in configuration R, Rj = j × 0.1nm
+ R0, and R0 = 1.17 nm is the distance between the protein
mass centers in the cocrystal structure. Each window was
independently simulated for 40 ns using the cocrystal structure
as an initial configuration. The first 2 ns of each window were
treated as equilibration and discarded, while the remaining
38 ns were employed in subsequent analysis.

Data Analysis. Chemical shifts for the α, β, and carbonyl
carbons were calculated from atomically detailed simulations of
the FCP1 peptide with the SHIFTS 4.3 software package87,88

according to the protocol of Li and Brüschweiler.89 Additional
data analysis employed GROMACS utilities, Pymol,90

MATLAB,91 and in-house software. Thermodynamic averages,
pair potentials of mean force, and free energy surfaces were
estimated from biased simulations after applying the weighted
histogram analysis method.92,93 From these simulations, we
calculated the probability, PR(Rcom), for the two protein mass
centers to be separated by a distance Rcom, as well as joint
probability distributions for Qf and Qb and for Qf and Rcom. The
dimensionless pair potential of mean force94 was calculated
W(Rcom)/kBT = −ln[PR(Rcom)/Rcom

2 ] + C. The last grid point
for the calculations corresponded to R∞ = 3.17 nm, and C was
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determined so that W(R∞) = 0. The thermodynamic average,
U̅, for the total potential, U, was calculated as a function of
Rcom, U̅(Rcom) = ⟨U(R)⟩Rcom

, and its distance-dependence was
then analyzed as ΔU(Rcom) = U̅(Rcom) − U̅(R∞). Similar
analysis was performed for contributions to U from the FCP1
intramolecular potential, Uf, and from the FCP1−RAP74
intermolecular potential, Ub. The contribution from configura-
tional entropy to the pair potential of mean force was
computed ΔS(Rcom)/kB = −[W(Rcom)/kBT − ΔU(Rcom)/
kBT]. Two dimensional free energy surfaces were computed
by direct Boltzmann inversion of the corresponding joint
probability distributions. Binding constants were calculated in
units of M = mol/L according to76,78

=
−

K M
V

p

p
/

1660
1D

0

ub
2

ub (5)

where V0 is the volume expressed in units of Å3 and pub is the
probability for the complex to sample unbound configurations,
i.e., configurations with Qb < 0.1.

■ RESULTS
Characterization of the Disordered FCP1 Ensemble. In

order to obtain a preliminary analysis of the FCP1 unfolded
ensemble, we performed simulations of unbound FCP1 with an
atomically detailed native-based model79,84 at a range of
temperatures. For each simulated ensemble, we computed
chemical shifts for the α, β, and carbonyl carbons87−89 for
comparison with chemical shifts measured in NMR experi-
ments.52 The measured chemical shifts for the β and carbonyl
carbons do not discriminate between the simulated ensembles.
Chemical shifts for β carbons provide relatively little
information regarding the formation of α-helices.95 Con-
sequently, the experimentally measured chemical shifts for the
β carbon quantitatively agree with those calculated for the
simulated ensembles, irrespective of simulated temperature. At
the same time, because the native-based model does not
accurately describe the peptide amide plane, the measured
carbonyl chemical shifts compare poorly with those calculated
for each ensemble. In contrast, the α carbon chemical shifts do
discriminate between the simulated ensembles for unbound
FCP1.
Figure 2 presents the root mean squared deviation (RMSD),

σ, between the measured and calculated α carbon chemical

shifts, δC−α, as a function of the average helical content, ⟨Qf⟩,
for the simulated FCP1 ensemble. The measured α carbon
chemical shifts are most accurately reproduced (R2 ≥ 0.98) for
ensembles with 0.42 < ⟨Qf⟩ < 0.63, while the best agreement is
observed for the ensemble with ⟨Qf⟩ = 0.53. These results are
consistent with prior experimental54 and computational
studies96 that have suggested that the disordered FCP1
ensemble samples nascent helical structure prior to binding
RAP74.
We then employed unbiased MD simulations to characterize

the folding of unbound FCP1 peptide in the C−α native-based
model. Figure 3 presents the average extent of folding, ⟨Qf⟩, the

RMSD describing fluctuations in Qf, σ(Qf), and the heat
capacity, CV, as a function of the dimensionless temperature, τ.
As expected, the C−α model for the disordered FCP1 peptide
does not demonstrate a cooperative folding transition. Instead,
⟨Qf⟩ gradually decreases from 1.0 to 0.3 as τ increases from 0.33
to 3.3. The collapse temperature, which is defined by the peak
of the CV curve, is τc = 0.83 and corresponds to ⟨Qf⟩ = 0.63.
While Figure 2 indicates that the experimental chemical shifts

are best described by an ensemble for which 0.4 < ⟨Qf⟩ < 0.6,
Figure 3 demonstrates that these ensembles correspond to
temperatures 1.33 > τ > 0.83 in the C−α model. In order to
investigate the significance of preformed structure in the FCP1
ensemble for the FCP1−RAP74 interaction, subsequent
calculations focus on two models: (1) strongly interacting,
but weakly folded (SIWF) model at a relatively high
temperature τ = 1.33 (corresponding to ⟨Qf⟩ = 0.42 for
unbound FCP1); and (2) weakly interacting, but strongly
folded (WISF) model at a relatively low temperature τ = 0.83
(corresponding to ⟨Qf⟩ = 0.63 for unbound FCP1). In the
WISF model, the strength, ε, of attractive intermolecular
interactions, corresponding to RAP74-FCP1 native contacts, is
rescaled by a factor of 0.58 relative to the SIWF model. The
WISF and SIWF models roughly correspond to the maximum
and minimum extent of native structure within the FCP1
unbound ensemble that is most consistent with the
experimentally determined chemical shifts. Moreover, the
dissociation constants for the WISF and SIWF models (KD =
0.14 μM and 0.40 μM, respectively) indicate that both models

Figure 2. Comparison of measured and simulated chemical shifts as a
function of helical content within the simulated ensemble, ⟨Qf⟩.

Figure 3. Analysis of folding in the C−α native-based model for FCP1
as a function of dimensionless temperature, τ. Row a presents the
average content of native helical structure; Row b presents the RMSD
in native helicity; Row c presents the constant volume specific heat
curve.
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are reasonably consistent with the experimentally determined
binding affinity for the RAP74−FCP1 system (KD = 0.5 μM).83

Finally, the Supporting Information section provides results for
a second WISF model in which the strength of intermolecular
interactions are further weakened (ε is reduced from 0.58ε0 to
0.50ε0). Although in some cases it provides complementary
information, this model will not be discussed in detail because it
does not reproduce the experimentally determined binding
affinity.
Pair Potential of Mean Force. Figure 4 presents, for the

WISF and SIWF models, the dimensionless pair potential of

mean force (ppmf), W/kBT, as a function of the distance, Rcom,
between the FCP1 and RAP74 centers of mass. In Figure 4 and
subsequently, Rcom has been reduced by R0 = 1.17 nm, which
corresponds to the distance between the protein centers in the
crystal structure, i.e., Rcom = 0 nm when FCP1 is bound in the
RAP74 hydrophobic groove.
The thermodynamics of FCP1 binding are remarkably

similar in the SIWF and the WISF models. Figure 4 suggests
that both models demonstrate a “downhill” binding scenario
without a significant free energy barrier. (A more detailed
analysis would be necessary to rigorously determine the exact
transition state ensemble and associated free energy barrier.97)
In both models, FCP1 loses approximately 24kB in configura-
tional entropy upon binding RAP74. The distance dependence
of this entropy loss appears almost identical for the two models.
In both models, interactions with RAP74 only induce
significant FCP1 folding when the proteins are within 0.5 nm
of contact. Moreover, because both models have similar binding
affinities, they demonstrate almost identical distance-dependent
binding energies. This binding energy almost exactly balances
the associated entropy loss.
Figure 4 also indicates several minor differences in the

thermodynamics of binding for the two models. The ppmf for
binding is approximately 2kBT more favorable in the WISF
model than in the SIWF model. This difference appears to
primarily arise from the difference in favorable folding energies.
The WISF and SIWF models gain approximately 3kBT and

1.5kBT in favorable folding energy, respectively, corresponding
to the folding of 3 and 1.5 additional native contacts upon
binding RAP74. It seems somewhat surprising that interactions
with RAP74 have relatively greater influence upon FCP1
folding in the WISF model, because, in the WISF model,
unbound FCP1 demonstrates significantly greater structure and
interacts with RAP74 via comparatively weaker pair potentials.
Presumably, this result arises as a consequence of the relatively
stronger intramolecular folding interactions in the WISF model.
Finally, it is interesting to note that if the well depth of the pair
potentials that correspond to native contacts is slightly reduced
from ε = 0.58ε0 in the WISF model to ε = 0.50ε0, then a free
energy barrier for binding emerges as FCP1 approaches RAP74.
This barrier emerges because, in this case, although FCP1 loses
configurational entropy less rapidly as it approaches RAP74, it
also gains less favorable energetic stabilization, and this
stabilization occurs later in the binding mechanism. (See
Supporting Information.)

Two-Dimensional Free Energy Surfaces. Column a of
Figure 5 presents two-dimensional intensity plots of the free
energy surfaces for the RAP74−FCP1 interaction in the WISF
and SIWF models as a function of Qf and Qb, which describe
the extent of FCP1 folding and binding, respectively. The two-
dimensional free energy surfaces present similar descriptions of
the FCP1−RAP74 interaction in the two models. In both
models, FCP1 samples a highly heterogeneous ensemble prior
to binding. Binding does not proceed via the most folded or
least folded state. Rather, as Qb increases from 0 to 0.2 during
the initial stages of binding, the ensemble of FCP1 unfolded
structures narrows around the center of the Qf distribution.
This subensemble then forms a large number of binding
contacts and Qb increases from 0.2 to 0.5 without a
concomitant increase in FCP1 folding, as might be expected
for a conformational selection mechanism. In the final stage of
binding, interactions with RAP74 drive additional folding of
FCP1, as Qb and Qf increase together in a linear manner, as
might be expected for an induced fit mechanism.
Figure 5a also demonstrates several small differences in the

free energy surfaces for binding in the two models. By
construction, unbound FCP1 samples more helical structure in
the WISF model than in the SIWF model. Consequently, in the
WISF model, the binding transition (i.e., for 0.2 < Qb < 0.5)
occurs via more folded FCP1 configurations, subsequent
induced folding occurs over a more narrow range in Qf, and
ultimately results in a complex with a more complete binding
interface and FCP1 helix. Additionally, the final stage of
induced folding demonstrates the slightly different balance of
forces driving this process in the two models. In the WISF
model intramolecular interactions appear to drive FCP1 folding
(i.e., induced folding occurs slightly above the diagonal with Qf
> Qb), while in the SIWF model intermolecular interactions
appear to drive FCP1 folding, (i.e., induced folding occurs
slightly below the diagonal with Qf < Qb).
Column b of Figure 5 presents intensity plots of the two-

dimensional free energy surfaces for the FCP1-RAP74
interaction as a function of Qb and Rcom. This calculation
reinforces the conclusion from Figure 4 that the binding
transition occurs when FCP1 is within 0.5 nm of the RAP74
binding pocket. Figure 5 also reinforces the conclusion that
both models demonstrate a similar binding mechanism,
although the free energy surface is slightly more diffuse in the
SIWF model as FCP1 samples larger fluctuations away from
RAP74 in the bound state. These larger fluctuations presumably

Figure 4. Row a presents the pair potential of mean force between
RAP74 and FCP1 as a function of distance between their mass centers,
Rcom. Row b presents the contribution to the pair potential of mean
force from configurational entropy. Rows c and d present the distance-
dependent changes in folding and binding energy, respectively.
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result from the higher temperature employed in the SIWF
model.
Figure 6 analyzes the binding transition in the WISF model

by characterizing the subensemble of configurations corre-
sponding to the transition region of the free energy surface that
is enclosed by the box superimposed upon Figure 5a. (Analysis
of the SIWF model leads to qualitatively similar conclusions
with the only difference being that the intermolecular contacts
are less well developed in the WISF model.) Figure 6a
enumerates the average number of intermolecular native
contacts formed by each residue. Figure 6b presents the
probability of observing each native contact in this
subensemble. In these transition configurations, the interactions
between the FCP1 C-terminal region and the RAP74 H3 are
quite well developed, while the FCP1 N-terminal region has
formed very few contacts. In particular, Leu957 and Leu953 on
the hydrophobic face of the FCP1 amphipathic helix, as well as
Val490 in the RAP74 hydrophobic binding groove, appear to
play key roles in stabilizing the transition structures. Polar
residues, such as Lys498 in RAP74 and, to a lesser extent,
Glu954 and Glu956 in FCP1, also stabilize the transition
complex. Finally, additional analysis (not shown) of these
transition structures indicates the formation of several non-
native contacts that are not explicitly stabilized by the native-
centric Go̅ model potential. Not surprisingly, the transition

structures bring into contact the polar residues that flank the
hydrophobic cleft of the RAP74 binding site and the
hydrophobic face of FCP1, suggesting that nonnative polar
interactions may also contribute to the binding mechanism. In
addition, and somewhat more surprisingly, the binding
transition also appears to induce a subtle shift of S3 into closer
proximity with both H1 and H2.

Binding Mechanism. In order to further investigate the
binding interaction, we have analyzed the formation of native
intermolecular contacts. Our analysis disregarded the loop
region of FCP1 (residues 958−961), since it does not appear to
form significant contacts with RAP74. The remaining residues
of FCP1 are decomposed into three sequential groups: (1) the
FCP1 N-terminal turn, Ser944−Ala946, which forms seven
contacts with H2 and H2.5 of RAP74; (2) the FCP1 central
helical region, Asp947−Glu954, which binds across the RAP74
hydrophobic groove and forms 25 contacts with H2 and H3;
and (3) the FCP1 C-terminal turn, Ala955−Leu957, which
forms 13 contacts, including 10 with the C-terminal end of
RAP74 H3.
Figure 7a presents the average number of intermolecular

FCP1−RAP74 native contacts formed by the N-terminal
(Figure 7a1), central helix (Figure 7a2), and C-terminal
(Figure 7a3) regions of FCP1, as a function of the distance,
Rcom between protein centers. The solid black and dashed red

Figure 5. Intensity plots of two-dimensional free energy surfaces describing the RAP74−FCP1 interaction. Column a presents the free energy as a
function of Qf and Qb, while column b presents the free energy as a function of Qb and Rcom. Rows 1 and 2 present results for the WISF and SIWF
models, respectively. As shown by the scales, colors denote free energies in units of kBT.
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curves correspond to the WISF and SIWF models, respectively.
The dotted blue curve corresponds to a third model: strongly
interacting, strongly folded (SISF) model. The SISF model is
simulated at the same low temperature (τ = 0.83) as the WISF
model, so that unbound FCP1 is relatively folded (⟨Qf⟩ = 0.63),
but also interacts with RAP74 as strongly as in the SIWF
model.
These calculations indicate that productive binding primarily

proceeds via a sequential zipping mechanism that starts with
the FCP1 C-terminal turn, continues through the central helix,
and finally is completed at the FCP1 N-terminal turn. Although
the FCP1 N-terminal turn does form a few weak contacts with
RAP74 at longer distances, these contacts do not appear to lead
to productive binding. Either relatively weak intermolecular
interactions (WISF model) or protein flexibility (SIWF model)
permit binding to proceed without requiring that these contacts
disappear from the simulated ensemble. However, if the
intermolecular interactions are strong and FCP1 is also highly
folded (SISF model), then the intermolecular contacts that
form via the FCP1 N-terminal region must break for productive
binding. Moreover, in the SISF model, the binding mechanism
requires unfolding of intramolecular native contacts that form
in FCP1 prior to complete binding. (See Supporting
Information.)

Figure 7a indicates that when the proteins are separated by
more than 0.5 nm, the WISF and SIWF models appear to form
very similar contacts. However, as the proteins approach
contact, the WISF and SIWF models demonstrate greater
differences. When the proteins are separated by less than 0.5
nm, the C-terminal of FCP1 begins to form more
intermolecular contacts in the WISF than in the SIWF
model. Moreover, when the proteins are approximately 0.2
nm from contact, the helical and N-terminal regions of FCP1
also make more intermolecular contacts with RAP74 in the
WISF than in the SIWF model.
Figure 7b further investigates the cooperativity of the FCP1-

RAP74 binding by presenting a scatter plot of the data from
Figure 7a. For each point in Figure 7b, the ordinate presents
the average number of intermolecular contacts formed by the
FCP1 C-terminal turn, ⟨nC⟩Rcom

, when the protein centers are
separated by Rcom. The circles and crosses present, for a given
protein separation, the corresponding number of intermolec-
ular contacts formed by the central helical region, ⟨nH⟩Rcom

, and

by the N-terminal region, ⟨nN⟩Rcom
, of FCP1, respectively.

Figures 7b1, 7b2, and 7b3 present this analysis for the WISF,
SIWF, and SISF models, respectively. Clearly, binding is most
sequential in the SISF model. In this model, the FCP1 C-
terminal turn forms two-thirds of its intermolecular contacts
before the central region of FCP1 undergoes significant
binding. In contrast, in the WISF and SIWF models, binding
proceeds in a much more cooperative fashion, as contacts form
in the C-terminal and central regions almost simultaneously.
Similarly, FCP1 also folds more cooperatively in the WISF and
SIWF models, but more sequentially in the SISF model.
Interestingly, if the strength of intermolecular interactions in
the WISF model is further reduced (Supporting Information),
then contacts between the two proteins develop still later in the
binding process with the consequence that binding proceeds
even more cooperatively.

Routing of the FCP1-RAP74 Interaction. Figure 8
presents the route measure,81,82 R, to quantify the diversity of
paths by which FCP1 couples its folding to the binding of
RAP74. When the route measure, R, is plotted as a function of
the number, n, of contacts formed, a value of 1 indicates that all
configurations with exactly n contacts have formed the same n
contacts, i.e., the process is completely routed through that
particular set of contacts. Conversely, as R(n) decreases toward
0, the more different arrangements of the n contacts are
sampled.
Figure 8a presents the route measure for FCP1 folding, Rf, as

a function of the number, nf, of native intramolecular folding
contacts. Figure 8a indicates that the folding of FCP1 is only
very weakly routed in the SIWF and WISF models, i.e., that a
very large number of different paths lead to folding. Moreover,
the diversity of paths remains roughly constant throughout the
folding process. Furthermore, for the SIWF and WISF models,
the Supporting Information demonstrates that the routing in
the folding mechanism appears quite insensitive to the presence
of RAP74. In contrast, in the SISF model, for which unbound
FCP1 is relatively stable and also strongly interacts with
RAP74, FCP1 folding is much more strongly routed in the
presence of RAP74.
Figure 8b presents the route measure for the binding process,

Rb, as a function of nb, the number of intermolecular binding
contacts. As is the case for folding, binding is more strongly
routed in the SISF model than in the SIWF and WISF models.

Figure 6. Analysis of transition structures in the WISF model as
identified by the box in Figure 5a1. Figure 6a enumerates the observed
intermolecular native contacts, while Figure 6b presents the probability
for each native contact to form.
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However, Figure 8b also indicates that, in the SIWF and WISF
models, the binding mechanism becomes increasingly routed as
binding proceeds (i.e., as nb increases). A moderately narrow
bottleneck appears when Qb ≈ 0.8 (nb ≈ 40), at which point the
relative diversity of binding paths has been reduced by a factor
of 2−4. This routing is more significant in the SIWF model
than for the WISF model, which suggests that intermolecular
interactions may be more significant than intramolecular
interactions for restricting the number of paths to the final
bound complex.

■ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present work continues our recent investigations of the
interaction between the disordered C-terminal peptide of FCP1
and the folded C-terminal winged-helix domain of the RAP74
subunit of transcription factor TFIIF. Circular dichroism and
NMR experiments in the presence of various cosolutes
demonstrated that the disordered FCP1 peptide samples
nascent helical structure in its unbound state.54 Atomically
detailed, explicit solvent MD simulations of apo-RAP74 and of
the FCP1-RAP74 complex suggested that FCP1 modestly
impacts the region of the RAP74 binding pocket that is near
H2.5.55 These simulations also demonstrated that the RAP74-
FCP1 complex is quite “fuzzy,” i.e., that bound FCP1 retains
considerable conformational flexibility.56 More recent NMR
spin relaxation experiments provided further support for these
conclusions by quantifying the dynamic fluctuations of both
proteins before and after binding.57 In combination, these
studies suggested that FCP1 may lose surprisingly little
conformational entropy upon binding RAP74.
The present work extends these studies by reporting the first

molecular simulations investigating the binding mechanism
underlying the RAP74−FCP1 interaction. These initial
simulations employed simplified native-based models. These
models provide a highly limited description of interactions in
the disordered ensemble and, in particular, neglect electrostatic
and nonnative interactions. Nevertheless, similar native-based
models have provided a successful description of several IDP
systems.69−78 Moreover, these models provide the efficiency
that is necessary for characterizing the free energy surface
guiding the RAP74−FCP1 interaction.
Preliminary simulations employed an atomically detailed

native-based model to characterize the disordered ensemble
sampled by free FCP1. The comparison of simulated and
measured chemical shifts52 suggested that the FCP1 peptide

Figure 7. Formation of native intermolecular binding contacts. In column a, panels 1, 2, and 3 present, as a function of protein separation, the
average number of intermolecular contacts formed by the N-terminal turn, central helical region, and C-terminal turn of FCP1, respectively. The
solid black, dashed red, and dotted blue curves correspond to the WISF, SIWF, and SISF models, respectively. Column b presents the data from
column a as a scatter plot using, as an ordinate, the average number of intermolecular contacts formed by the FCP1 C-terminal turn at a given
interprotein separation, i.e., ⟨nC⟩Rcom

. The black crosses and red circles are the corresponding averages for the number of intermolecular contacts

formed by the N-terminal turn, ⟨nN⟩Rcom
, and by the central helical region, ⟨nH⟩Rcom

, of FCP1, respectively. In column b, rows 1, 2, and 3 correspond to
the WISF, SIWF, and SISF models, respectively.

Figure 8. Route measure for FCP1 folding (Row a) and for the
binding interaction (Row b). In each row, the left and right panels
present the same data on different scales. The solid black, dashed red,
and dotted blue curves correspond to the WISF, SIWF, and SISF
models, respectively.
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contains 40−60% native helical structure prior to binding
RAP74, which agrees with prior experimental54 and computa-
tional96 studies. In order to investigate the role of this
preformed structure for the binding interaction, subsequent
simulations considered two C-α native-based models. In the
WISF model, the unbound FCP1 ensemble contained on
average 60% native helicity, but the FCP1−RAP74 intermo-
lecular interactions were relatively weak. In the SIWF model,
the unbound FCP1 ensemble contained on average only 40%
native helicity, but the FCP1−RAP74 intermolecular inter-
actions were relatively strong. Both models were reasonably
consistent with the experimentally determined binding affinity
for the complex.
Free energy calculations for the two models suggest very

similar mechanisms for the RAP74−FCP1 binding interaction
and its coupling to FCP1 folding. FCP1 samples a highly
heterogeneous ensemble prior to encountering RAP74. In the
initial stages of the encounter, before the binding interface is
20% formed, the distribution of structures within the FCP1
ensemble narrows about its center. Once the proteins are
within approximately 0.5 nm of contact, binding proceeds
without further folding of FCP1. The simulations suggest that
the dominant binding mechanism begins with the FCP1 C-
terminal turn contacting the C-terminal residues of RAP74 H3.
Once these contacts have formed, folding and binding then
proceed simultaneously as the FCP1 helix zips up from the C-
terminal region. The central region of FCP1 next binds to H3
and H2 of RAP74 and, finally, the N-terminal turn of the FCP1
helix binds the RAP74 binding pocket near H2.5. It is intriguing
to note that RAP74 makes 6 more intermolecular contacts with
the C-terminal region than with the N-terminal region of FCP1,
which may possibly explain why productive binding proceeds
from the FCP1 C-terminal region. This clearly motivates
subsequent simulations with Go̅ models that treat favorable
nonnative interactions.
Despite the differences in the unbound FCP1 ensembles and

in the energetic strength of intermolecular interactions for the
two models, the two models also demonstrate very similar
thermodynamics for the binding interaction. In both models,
the pair potential of mean force suggests that association
proceeds without a noticeable free energy barrier. Moreover,
the two models demonstrate nearly identical distance-depend-
ent entropy losses associated with binding. Furthermore,
despite differences in the energetic strength of intermolecular
interactions, the two models demonstrate very similar distance-
dependent gains in favorable binding energy.
Further analysis identifies several minor differences in the

binding processes for the WISF and SIWF models. Because
both models demonstrate similar binding affinity and the WISF
model includes relatively stronger intramolecular FCP1
interactions, interactions with RAP74 are more effective in
inducing FCP1 folding in the WISF model than in the SIWF
model. In addition, the two-dimensional free energy surfaces
demonstrate that the later stages of binding are driven by
intramolecular interactions in the WISF model and by
intermolecular interactions in the SIWF model. Finally,
although both the WISF and SIWF models sample a large
number of paths leading to productive binding, the final stages
of binding appear to be slightly more strongly routed in the
SIWF model.
In order to further investigate the role of protein disorder for

the FCP1−RAP74 interaction, we performed additional
simulations with a third model, the SISF model, for which

unbound FCP1 is relatively folded and also interacts strongly
with RAP74. As observed in previous simulations with native-
based models, binding and folding occur more cooperatively for
disordered than strongly folded proteins.78 In the SISF model,
the C-terminal turn of FCP1 almost completely binds before
the central and N-terminal regions begin to bind. In contrast,
by weakening the strength of intermolecular interactions, the
C-terminal and central helical regions of FCP1 can bind almost
simultaneously. Furthermore, in the SISF model, FCP1 folding
and binding both demonstrate “backtracking,” i.e., native
contacts that form early in the binding process must completely
disappear from the ensemble in order to reach the final bound
structure.75 In contrast, in the WISF and SIWF models, these
contacts do not disrupt the mechanism for coupled folding-
binding. Finally, binding and folding are much more strongly
routed in the SISF model than in either the SIWF or WISF
models. These observations provide further support for the
proposed role of intrinsic disorder in allowing a greater fraction
of encounters to lead to productive binding.15 Given the
topology of the RAP74 binding pocket, folded peptides that
interact strongly with RAP74 may be more likely to start down
an unproductive binding path or become kinetically trapped in
a rugged free energy surface. While previous studies have
emphasized the role of nonnative interactions for introducing
ruggedness in the free energy surface for binding,72,98 the
present study only considered native interactions.
The present results are consistent with previous native-based

simulations that demonstrated the importance of the induced-
folding mechanism for IDP interactions.72,75,77,98 Both the
SIWF and WISF models sample relatively folded conformations
in the unbound FCP1 ensemble. However, in both models, the
transition from free to bound FCP1 occurs from the center of
the FCP1 distribution. Moreover, the mechanism for FCP1
folding and RAP74 binding appear to be relatively insensitive to
the difference in helical content of the SIWF and WISF
ensembles.
The present results may also provide fundamental insight

into the biological function and mechanism of WH domains for
regulating cellular processes and, in particular transcription, via
protein−protein interactions. Intriguingly, although early
studies suggested that the C-terminal WH domain of RAP74
may not bind DNA,23 a very recent study demonstrated that
the yeast homologue binds nonspecific DNA with modest
affinity.99 Moreover, although early studies suggested that WH
domains primarily function in binding DNA,47 several studies
have now demonstrated that WH and similar domains can also
function in protein−protein interactions.25,26,49,50,100,101 In
particular, kinetic studies have suggested that the disordered
Activation Factor 1 (AF1) of the Androgen Receptor (AR) also
binds the same hydrophobic cleft of the RAP74 WH domain.101

This study further speculated that the essential function of
FCP1 may be regulated via a competition for the RAP74
hydrophobic cleft between FCP1, AR−AF1, and possibly
DNA.101 Thus, it is intriguing to consider whether the unique
properties conferred by intrinsic disorder, such as the increased
cooperativity of binding, the minimization of backtracking, and
the capacity for one-to-many binding, may feature prominently
in regulating transcription via regulating the phosphatase
activity of FCP1. Significantly, relatively little is known
regarding the location of the C-terminal WH domain of
RAP74 with respect to either RNA Pol II or DNA during the
course of transcription.102 Nevertheless, it has been proposed
that long-range and large-scale allostery may act as a key
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regulator of transcription.103 Consequently, it is particularly
intriguing to speculate whether the large scale conformational
change and commensurate release of conformational frustration
that result from the coupled folding-binding of the FCP1 and
AR-AF1 disordered proteins may play a significant role in
enabling such large-scale allostery. Such speculation certainly
requires considerable scrutiny and motivates further inves-
tigation.
In summary, the present work provides the first simulation

study investigating the mechanism underlying the interaction
between the folded, C-terminal WH domain of the RAP74
subunit of TFIIF and the disordered C-terminal peptide of
FCP1. These simulations suggest that productive binding
proceeds when the C-teminal region of this FCP1 peptide
contacts the C-terminal regions of RAP74 H3. The FCP1 helix
then zips up sequentially along the binding interface. These
results motivate future studies with more detailed models to
investigate the effects of, e.g., nonnative and electrostatic
interactions upon this interaction. More generally, these studies
provide additional insight into the role of protein flexibility for
allowing a greater diversity of binding paths and for avoiding
backtracking and kinetic trapping. Finally, these studies may
provide insight into the biological function of intrinsic disorder
for regulating transcription.
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